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HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS’ SECURITY SITUATION MONITORING 

MARCH, 2013 

 

In March, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety of 

human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

 

On March 4, 2013 Vadim Kuramshin was transported under guard from a pre-trial 

detention center in Taraz  to the North Kazakhstan prison colony of a specific mode EC-164/4 in 

the settlement Gornyi (Zhaman-sopka). In the stay on this zone there were crimes concerning the 

rights of prisoners which Vadim Kuramshin extended information about. 

On March, 6 according to assumptions of colleagues and Vadim's friends, he was carried 

there to be killed… 

On March 7 Kuramshin's mother Olga Koltunova told to Azattyk that her son was the day 

before delivered to Petropavlovsk. The head of the public supervisory commission (PSC) on 

North Kazakhstan region Evgeny Golendukhin and special prosecutor Andrey Bessonov visited 

Kuramshin in a pre-trial detention center March, 6. 

On March, 11 communication with Kuramshin is interrupted. And it causes fears not only 

at the family of Vadim, but also at Kazakh and European human rights activists. 

On March 12 according to the transfer of Kuramshin in a colony of EC-164/4 Front Line 

Defenders expresses serious concern in its psychological and physical condition. Being the 

human rights activist, he constantly convicted the human rights violations allowed in penitentiary 

institutions of Kazakhstan, now V. Kuramshin is exposed to strong risk to face severe prison 

conditions. Front Line Defenders urges the authorities of Kazakhstan to provide immediate 

transfer Kuramshina 

 

PUBLIC PERSONS 

 

Nurlan Uteuliyev 

 

March 11, 2013. On the night of March 10 in mountains of the Karasaysky district of 

Almaty region with a gunshot wound the body of the activist of the ecological union "Tabigat" 

Nurlan UTEULIEV who actively opposed illegal cutting down of trees in the settlement 

Tastybulak is revealed. 

Uteuliyev was included into initiative group of inhabitants of the settlement Tastybulak 

who with assistance of the ecological union "Tabigat" since 2009 fights against cutting down of 

the green space near hospital. Head of "Tabigat" Mels ELEUSIZOV considers that Uteuliyev's 

death isn't casual: "Nurlan's murder can be connected with his public work". 

The fellow villager and colleague of Uteuliyev - Serik KAZAKPAEV told that slightly 

more than a week ago there was a conflict between members of initiative group and 

"woodcutters". 

Nurlan's mother - UTEULIEVA Manat was on March 3 the witness to skirmish of her 

son with "woodcutters": "The one who was presented by the owner of land, told that if "someone 

intervenes, we will not cut him with an ax only, but we will shoot him". 



Head of the press service of department of internal affairs of Almaty region Kobeykhan 

NURAHMET: "On this fact criminal case under article 196 UK ("Murder") is brought, the 

forensic medical examination is appointed. The operational investigative group of the skilled 

staff of the Karasaysky District Department of the Interior and DIA of Almaty region" is created. 

March 15. The shot in Nurlan Uteuliyev was made not in front, but in his back. 

According to the head of the Union of Muslims of Kazakhstan Murat Telibekov and the activist 

of ecological movement Serik Kazakbayev, this fact found during preparation of a body to a 

funeral, contradicts the official statement of a consequence that Nurlan was killed by a shot in a 

breast. 

 

Serik Kazakbayev 

 

On March 18, 2013 in the presence of journalists not presented foreman of workers 

threatened the ecological activist, the colleague of killed before Nurlan Uteuliyev Serik 

Kazakbayev: "You already got us! I warn you, you will sometime finish badly! " Kazakbayev 

wasn't surprised to such turn of affairs: "Since 2009 that we only in the address didn't hear: there 

were also threats about murder, and charges that we extort money from owners of cottages. We 

already got used to such attacks therefore we try not to turn on this attention". 

 

Political prisoners’ defense committee 

 

On March 18, 2013 in Esilsky district court Astana preliminary conversation in the claim 

of the chairman of organizing committee for creation of ROO "Committee on Protection of 

Political Prisoners of Kazakhstan" of Mikhail Sizov to Ministry of Justice took place. The 

claimant demands to nullify the order of Committee of registration service of the ministry No. 

342 of 05.12.2012 about refusal in the ROO state registration and also to force Ministry of 

Justice to register this ROO. 

The judge appointed the following court session to April 3, having asked the claimant to 

provide originals of authorized documents ROO, and also the refusal original in the state 

registration of ROO. Originals of documents are in Almaty office of "Algi" which is sealed by 

Committee ob National Security within criminal case on the lessor of the building Muratbek 

Ketebayev. 

 

Alexander Kharlamov 

 

On March 14, 2013 in the evening well-known in Ridder of the East Kazakhstan region 

and beyond its limits the journalist, the human rights activist and the religious philosopher, the 

head of the Secret — Service organization Alexander Kharlamov was detained. Article 164 of 

Penal Code of the RK "Excitement of Social, Race and Religious Hatred", with the emphasis on 

"religious" is imputed to him. However the journalist and his colleagues are sure that it is all 

about Alexander Melentyevich's professional activity. 

The accusations brought to the journalist directly don't concern his professional activity – 

he was involved for a hobby: the conclusions stated on his blog on the Internet, concerning Jesus 

Christ. 

March 13, 2013. A.Kharlamov told to "Azattyk": "on February 6, 2013 they came to me 

inmy office, carried out a search, withdrew two computers and one laptop and practically all 

papers. Part 1 of article 164 of the Penal COde of the RK imputed to me. On what basis? Exatly 

that on the blog I published the books in which stated some thoughts. The matter is that I am 

engaged in theological and research activity – I study the Bible, the Koran and other Scriptuses. I 

published two books: "What true Christianity is" and "Who true Christ is". In sum, I swept aside 

any mysticism and other rubbish and left only that is established by science, history and practice, 

and also placed emphasis on moral precepts which were preached by Jesus. Therefore I came to 



a conclusion that the Christ is the prominent Judaic philosopher as, for example, those antique, 

and all the rest to him were stuck by politicians from religion.  In other words, they made 

religion from the Christian doctrine in the mercenary interests that led to aggressive wars and so 

on". 

According to him, expertize for establishment is now carried out, whether there are in the 

published materials "religious hatred" signs. He understands that there are people who it not to 

taste to (Kharlamov calls them "religious swindlers"), but, nevertheless, emphasizes: "I will note, 

I don't call neither to religious, nor to national, for any other hostility – Lord forbid". 

On March 21 A.Kharlamov is transferred to prison to Ust Kamenogorsk, his wife Marina 

Kaplunskaya told to Azattyk. 

March 25. A.Kharlamov is arrested for atheism promotion. According to the East 

Kazakhstan newspaper Flesh A. Kharlamov was arrested on March 17, in particular him accuse 

that he in the publications about Christianity and about various religious trends was engaged in 

atheism promotion what offended feelings of believers with. 

Lawyer Manshuk Medikhanova intends to meet the client on March 27. In her opinion, 

promotion of atheism and charge of "blasphemy" became only cover and an official reason for 

arrest. Actually this, most likely, is the prosecutions for his vigorous human rights activity and 

performances against an arbitrariness of officials of prosecutor's office and vessels. Let's remind 

that some days before the arrest, all office equipment was withdrawn from it. 

 

Ainur Kurmanov 

 

March 22, 2013. Case of Aynur Kurmanova's kidnapping was accepted to consideration 

by the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation. 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Lukpan Akhmedyarov 

 

March 27, 2013. The other day Lukpan Akhmedyarov received the letter from judicial 

performers in which he was told that 50% of his salary would be kept, and also that he was 

imposed of restriction on departure out of borders of the country. The salary of Lukpan makes 90 

thousand tenges (600 dollars) a month. Having divided 5 million tenges into 45 thousand, we 

counted what to live for half-salaries (he has two daughters — 7 years and 4 months) is 

necessary to Lukpan's family 111 months, that is it is more than 9 years. 

- To live on 45 thousand, of course, it will be very intense. 

The same judgment interferes with the journalist in departure abroad. L.Akhmedyarov 

won't be able to arrive on opening ceremony of new academic year of university Liege 

(Belgium) where he was invited by the rector. Council of university made the decision to award 

Lukpan a rank of the honorable doctor for human rights activity. 

 

Askar Moldashev 

 

On March 1, 2013 Askar Moldashev received a four years suspended prison sentence. 

The verdict on the case of charge of the brother of the publisher of the "Golos respubliki" 

newspaper of storage of drugs was sounded today. 

 

Berik Zhagiparov 

 

On March 6, 2013. Half of a month ago term of arrest of Berik Zhagiparova according to 

the decision of administrative court Zhezkazgan, and the appeal complaint which he made about 



it still being behind a lattice back, the Karaganda regional court undertook to consider just now, 

ended. 

March 11. The prosecutor's office of Zhezkazgan submitted the claim in regard to "The 

youth newspaper" and his editor B. Zhagiparov, demanding closing the web-site mgazeta.kz. In 

the claim the prosecutor declares that the editor-in-chief of an Internet site "mgazeta.kz" 

Zhagiparov Berik on the site publishes the materials directed on violations of an order 

established by the Law RK "About an Order of the Organization and Carrying Out Peaceful 

Assemblies, Meetings, Processions, Pickets and Demonstrations" of the organization and 

carrying out meetings, and also on commission of administrative offenses. Mr. Akuov considers 

that, according to item 3 of Art. 13 of the Law it is the basis for stay of release of mass media 

and asks court to suspend for 3 months mgazeta.kz Internet resource activity in the territory of 

the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

On March 26 to Zhezkazgan passed trial on www.mgazeta.kz Internet portal closing. The 

court satisfied the prosecutor's office statement of claim, and closed a site for 3 months. 

 

“Pravda Kazakhstana” newspaper 

 

On March 13, 2013 the appeal instance left without changes the decision of 

administrative court on stay of issue of the Pravda Kazakhstana newspaper for three months. The 

meeting lasting of only 15 minutes, took place in court of Almaty under the chairmanship of 

judge Ziyadinkhan Pirniyaz. The city court approved three-months stay of issue of the 

newspaper. 

 

“Golos Respubliki” newspaper journalists 

 

March 20, 2013. Judicial performers rushed into office of the founder "Republic Voice" 

and ransacked on rooms lawfully - such is a verdict of the judge of court of Almaty Beken 

Akhmediyev considering the appeal complaint of the founder of "the Republic Voice". To 

sudoispolnitel the judge rejected claims of the owner of mass media. 

 

Stan.kz 

 

March 5, 2013. Employees of the Stan.kz website prepared the statement in KNB with 

the requirement to return the arrested property, and on March 13, 2013 a site declared the 

termination of the work. On the journalist of a site Danesh Baybolatov, this decision in Almaty 

was declared on March 13, 2013 by the director of the company of Stan Production Bauyrzhan 

Musirov. Musirov explained company termination of work by a last year's judgment on which all 

equipment of the company was arrested. 

On March 13, 2013 Videoportal declared Stan.kz the termination of the activity as mass 

media. Journalists aren't given law enforcement agencies work. But, having declared the leaving 

from the market, representatives of edition encouraged colleagues and admirers of the 

oppositional press the statement that the team, probably, will continue work within Agency of 

journalistic investigations of "Namystan". 

 

“Kogam TV” TV channel 

 

In Kyzylorda the deputy director of orphanage has legal proceedings with Kogamtv TV 

channel Kyzylorda under the chairmanship of judge N. K.Nurgaliyev passes trial in court about 

honor and dignity protection of the deputy director of Kyzylorda orphanage Aynagul Rakyshova 

concerning local TV channel "Kogam of TV" and the Kultanova Bayan chief editor. The 

claimant I considered the information spread "Kogam of TV", untrue, discrediting her honor and 

advantage, I demanded a denial and compensation of moral harm in a size of one million tenges. 



Reason for the claim was the plot "Kogam of TV" about incident which happened between 

A.Rakyshova and the 16-year-old pupil of orphanage Z.Zhaksylyky. In a plot both parties of the 

conflict stated the points of view. The same plot was in the truncated look is shown on December 

26, 2012 on republican "31 channel". As a result of editorial editing on the republican channel 

the plot got sharply negative sounding in relation to the teacher. This plot also I saw the 

claimant. On the last court session this difference was found out, and the judge suggested the 

respondent to define, to which TV channel the claimant has claims. 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Serik Sarsenov 

 

1 . On March 15, 2013 to Serik Sarsenova returned his statement of claim concerning 

KTK TV channel. The Bostandyksky district court of Almaty didn't begin to consider it. In reply 

the lawyer is going to write the complaint, the correspondent of Total.kz.B the statement of 

claim concerning KTK TV channel S. Sarsenov reports asked to recognize the material which 

has gone on the air "discrediting honor, advantage and business reputation". In one of a news 

journalists declared that the only defender Chelakh already deprived of the lawyer license 

"because of inadequate behavior on process". Besides, he asked to oblige the respondent to 

remove this information from an Internet site, and to collect on account of compensation of 

moral harm money in the sum of 2 640 296 400 tenges. 

"I assumed that they will try to discover the bases not to consider my claim. Judge 

Chernysh T.V. returns me my statement and explains that I in a claim order of the claim 

addressed on the canal with the requirement to give a denial, - Sarsenov told. - But I don't ask it 

in the statement. And therefore this basis here doesn't approach. Because if to address in mass 

media for a denial, it is necessary to wait month. And I deliberately didn't demand it". 

Sarsenov will prepare the private complaint to definition of the judge Chernysh, and will 

send it on Monday to court of Almaty. 

2 . Private definition of the judge of Specialized interdistrict military court on Erbol 

Akhmetzhanov's criminal cases concerning lawyer Serik Sarsenov about deprivation of its 

lawyer license remains in force, and its complaint to actions of the judge — without satisfaction. 

In definition it is said that S. Sarsenov protected the client unlawful methods, working 

not in his interests, broke lawyer ethics, offended and humiliated the dignity of witnesses, the 

prosecutor and in general in every possible way dragged out trial. The lawyer in the address 

doesn't agree with such charges: "The main basis for deprivation me licenses, according to the 

logic of the judge, it that I even prior to trial spoke at online conference where allowed offensive 

expressions to judicial system of the Republic of Kazakhstan, I accused her of incompetence, 

bias at investigation of criminal cases. But where logic? How I could on process of Chelakh that 

didn't yet begin, already to call court biased and incompetent? " By the way, that the judge 

referred to S. Sarsenov's public statements, the lawyer considers as the proof of political 

prosecution. All last week Serik Kambarovich wrote the appeal to the Supreme Court. Courts of 

the first and second instance upheld private definition of the colleague. 

"The question of is raised depriving of me the license. In fact, this restriction of my right 

on freedom of work as I won't be able to participate in criminal and administrative cases", - 

Sarsenov says. 

 

Raziya Nurmasheva, Iskander Alimbayev 

 

For performance of the professional duty similar private definitions were earned by two 

more members of Almaty city Bar — Raziya Nurmasheva and Iskander Alimbayev. They razed 

to the ground work of investigators on criminal case concerning Vadim Kuramshina accused of 

extortion of money at the employee of prosecutor's office. 



The judge of the Specialized interdistrict court on criminal cases of Zhambyl region 

Nurmukhammat Abidov took out private definitions to lawyers: To Iskander Alimbayev — for 

disrespect of court, and Raziye Nurmasheva also for a trial tightening. And it besides that 

"banished" new judicial proceedings in two weeks whereas the first process lasted about three 

months. 

The appeal board in the person of presiding judge Ramazanova with participation of 

judges Muratova and Tlepov, a sentence upheld Kuramshina, as well as private definitions. 

- At us according to the Criminal Procedure Code much that is possible, but 

they have the Criminal Procedure Code. Private complaints I will make in a cassation 

order — Raziya Nurmasheva reported. 

 

Polina Zhukova, Lubov Agushevich 

 

March 5, 2013. The history of lawyers from Ust Kamenogorsk of Polina Zhukova and 

Lyubov Agushevich deserves separate attention. They can't work as lawyers any more though in 

private definition in their relation the question of deprivation of the license wasn't raised in 

general! Nevertheless, on June 21, 2012 the court Ust Kamenogorsk passed the decision on 

satisfaction of claim requirements of the Ministry of Justice on cancellation of the license for 

occupation by lawyer activity. 

P. Zhukova and L.Agushevich's client was accused of murder and robbery commission. 

Case was considered by court with participation of jurors who pronounced the verdict of not 

guilty. However this decision of jurors cancelled, and them called in DVD of the East 

Kazakhstan region on interrogation. 

There was the second court. On its results already other jurors again rendered a verdict 

"is innocent". But also this verdict of not guilty cancelled. 

For the third time a sentence pronounced accusatory — 20 years of imprisonment. 

Lawyers received private resolutions on violation of professional ethics. 

Let's notice that the law "About Lawyer Activity" says: "Cancellation of the license for 

occupation by lawyer activity is carried out in a judicial order in the claim of the licensor in 

cases: rough or numerous violation by the lawyer of the legislation of RK at execution by it of 

the professional duties, the principles of the organization and legal profession activity; 

impossibility of execution by the lawyer of the duties owing to insufficient qualification". 

Thus the basis for preparation of the statement of claim about cancellation of the license 

for occupation by lawyer activity in above-mentioned cases is the petition of presidium of Bar 

and representation of territorial judicial authority. 

In a case from P. Zhukova and L.Agushevich East Kazakhstan region Bar presidium, 

having considered data of private definitions, I didn't find violations from the colleagues. But the 

department of justice at all didn't consider them — at once brought representation. On the basis 

of only this representation the Ministry of Justice submitted the claim about license cancellation 

without the presidium petition. Bar at all didn't allow as the third party in process. 

 

Gulnar Zhuaspayeva 

 

March 27. Absence court of the lawyer Gulnar Zhuaspayeva became the reason of 

transfer of hearings of business of 13 condemned oil industry workers for one month in the 

Supreme Court allegedly. The relatives of the condemned oil industry workers who have 

addressed in edition of a portal "Republic", retold this hearing and added that "last time she 

demanded that we to it paid on 1000 dollars as it was made for Batiyeva and Dosbolov by 

employees of management of boring investigation for all 13 people. Perhaps, it specially didn't 

arrive because we to it didn't pay?" 

Zhuaspayeva disproved hearings that she wasn't on consideration of the supervising 

complaint: "Anything similar, it everything lie! I in court was, and the court didn't take place 



because of lawyer Dosbolov who took away to itself my former clients Rosa Tuletayeva and 

Maksat Dosmagambetov. It was impossible to do it. Their indications contradict indications of 

Tanatar Kaliyev who initially was Dosbolov's client. On lawyer ethics the defender is forbidden 

to represent interests of the people which indications contradict each other. It seems to me, he is 

set up by Ardak Batiyev. Dosbolov — the inexperienced lawyer, it only began practice and, 

probably, doesn't know all these laws. But Batiyev — the lawyer with an experience, also can't 

be that she didn't know. She after all didn't take Tuletayeva and Dosmagambetov — it is possible 

because was aware of rules of lawyer ethics. Moreover, it seems to me, it went for broke, hoping 

that the court won't notice these contradictions. Perhaps, it made it not to return money which 

took for all oil industry workers. If you remember, working UBR to it and Dosbolov paid on 

1000 dollars for each oil industry worker, and it is more than 10 000. The chairman made the 

remark to lawyer Dosbolov for ignorance of standards of lawyer ethics and demanded from it to 

refuse Tuletayeva and Dosmagambetov, for this purpose it gave it month on thought. In this case 

to the Rose and Maksat threatens to remain without lawyers in general. And you, probably, 

represent, than it is fraught? That the destiny of oil industry workers, not my fault as ill-wishers 

want to expose it today wasn't decided. It is all about the ignorance of laws by lawyer Dosbolov. 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 

Vyacheslav Cherkasov 

 

March 18, 2013. In total 121 religious publications including Bibles, Children's Bibles 

and other Christian books and brochures, mostly in the Kazakh language, confiscated to 

Shchuchinsk at baptist Vyacheslav Tcherkasov, are liable to destruction according to a judgment 

in Akmolinsk region, writes on the site Forum 18. 

 

LABOR UNION ACTIVISTS 

 

Roza Tuletayeva, Maksat Dosmagambetov 

 

March 27, 2013. The Supreme Court of RK postponed business hearing (according to the 

supervising complaint of the lawyers, lawyer Zhuaspayeva G. made the first the complaint) 13 

condemned oil industry workers for one month. Lawyers of zhanaozenets blame for this each 

other. As a result Rosa Tuletayeva and Maksat Dosmagambetov can remain in general without 

defenders. Consideration of the case of oil industry workers by supervising judicial board of the 

Supreme Court on criminal cases had to take place on March 27. But it postponed. In portal 

edition "Republic" in this regard some relatives condemned called. They were obviously 

alarmed. Interests of zhanaozenets are protected by lawyers Gulnar Zhuaspayeva, Ardak Batiyev 

and Alken Dosbolov. In article of the journalist of "Republic" it is said that lawyers state 

different versions of transfer of hearing of business. 

 

POLITICAL FIGURES 

 

Vladimir Kozlov 

 

On March 13, 2013 the cassation board of Mangistau regional court left without change a 

sentence to the head of the forbidden opposition party of "Alga" Vladimir Kozlov, "KAZTAG" 

reports. 

 

Dauren Azimbayev 

 



On March 11, 2013 late at night in court of the Medeu district of Almaty the sentence to 

the employee of DIA, sergeant Murat Abirov which in the summer of 2012 directly in the center 

of Almaty, having used a government-issue weapon was announced, a shot in an emphasis killed 

the politician and the master of sports on Dauren Azimbayev's martial arts 

 

Bulat Abilov 

 

March 15, 2013. The court in the claim of the vice-minister of oil and gas of Kazakhstan 

Berik Tolumbayev about honor and dignity protection to the member of presidium of the 

national Social Democratic Party (NSDP) Bolat Abilova in connection with the anonymous 

address published in 2011, will take place in Almaty on March 26. 

"I didn't study the claim, my lawyer went, but to it any materials plainly didn't give, and 

meeting is appointed to March 26. I hope, by this time to study documents", - B. Abilov told 

agency of KAZTAG on Friday. 

It is also not known why the claim is submitted against B. Abilov though speech in the 

address goes about protection of interests of the director general of Toyota Tsuse Kazakhstan 

Avto LLP Andrey Cherednikov. "Probably, because I am the former shareholder, I sold the share 

when went to policy. There was strong pressure upon business which I had, and I sold assets. 

And I haven't seen Cherednikov for one and a half or two years", - B. Abilov noted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


